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Final (Draft notes) Report of the Bureau of Land Management Antelope Complex Roundup.                          

Laura Leigh, 3/1/2011 

Contractor: Sun-J out of Vernal Utah. Suspect Contract in that contract was awarded before company 

was even incorporated. First roundup observed by this contractor in Warm Springs Oregon had one 

witnessed fatality in an inappropriately set trap. Only two observation days allowed at that roundup and 

on one of those days no horses came in. All significant handling of horses by this contractor were kept 

from public view during the Callaghan/Bald Mountain and New Pass/Ravenswood roundup in December 

2010. Holding at Callaghan had debris, equipment and horses standing in water in pens as temperatures 

dipped below freezing. Many questions including the wife (Jody) being former BLM employee. 

Ground research: Very few horses found in initial survey, particularly in the Antelope HMA (Herd 

Management Area). Findings confirmed by Ben Noyes, Wild Horse and Burro specialist Ely. Scattered 

small bands not in numbers expected from EA.  

Hank Vogler, sheep rancher and owner of 11 allotments (on Nevada Feral Horse Committee attempting 

to deny horses water in the state) gave interview. Vogler spoke of his friends shooting horses as the act 

was passed so horses would not be found in their allotments. Roundup occurred almost every day of 

first half of operations (with repeat traps set) on Voglers allotments. Numbers of horses removed not 

justified in the use of time and resource for more than half of operation. 

Accusations of fixed wing aircraft scattering horses led to discovery of USDA trapper removing coyotes 

from Vogler’s allotments. Eye-witness account of horses being moved by this plane and photographs 

held by that individual confirm trapper plane. Trapper plane confirmed by BLM. 

Roundup Concerns: Number of horses does not justify time and expense. Range (forage/water) available 

to sustain current population and foal crop.  Date of roundup conflicts with actual foaling season as 

opposed to BLM’s published foaling season. 

Horses coming in have an unusually low percentage of younger/older members and pregnant mares 

during majority of roundup (foaling season begins in March). Raises concerns about the horses actually 

making it to the trap based on pilot performance. Observations at holding facility (Palomino Valley 

Center) confirm births occurring prior to March 1. This raises an even more alarming concern that no 

foals were seen at the trapsite during the last two weeks of the roundup. Disruption of family bands 

observed at the roundup raises the very real possibility that mares and foals were separated or newly 

born foals were left on the range. Heavily pregnant mares were repeatedly run at end of roundup and 

on two instances (from limited ability to observe) entered the trap alone. 

Pilot appears to be inexperienced and/or have a lack of equine behavioral knowledge. First Roundup 

Warm Springs, Oregon. Told by BLM personnel pilot was “learning.” Subsequent roundups have also 

demonstrated an inexperienced crew. Background check on pilot, Josh Hellyer, show experience as a 

crop duster, but no significant experience with horses. 
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Horses repeatedly not given time to “settle” at trap prior to loading. This occurred throughout the 

roundup.  

Pilot repeatedly (from ability to observe) breaks apart bands and has repeated escapes at the trap. From 

observations horses may be run multiple times in a single day. Pilot has repeatedly flown dangerously 

close to animals. 

Animals arriving at the trap seriously lathered. (When ability to observe allows) This demonstrates long 

distances and/or undue stress. Horses brought in below freezing and so sweaty they literally “steamed.” 

Traps set with obvious safety hazards, i.e. short wings not terrain necessitated, narrow entrances, short 

alleys, single wings, right angles. Hazards repeatedly pointed out to staff and ignored. Sites appear to 

have been chosen with no regard to the road conditions horses would be transported on. Prior 

roundups showed the more extensive use of grading. 

Roped horse left with rope trailing as other horses were run into pen. Horse left this way during loading 

of other horses. Convenience of contractor, not safety of horses, a repeated observation. 

At the temporary facility inadequate water was a repeat problem in the pen that allowed observation. 

The majority of the horses were kept on the opposite side and no ability to observe allowed. 

Horses (multiple) were observed literally throwing themselves over the rail at the same location during 

processing. The equipment could not be assessed to determine reason. 

Handling of horses at the temporary facility was observed to be rough and illogical. From the limited 

ability to observe the handling on one occasion may have been malicious. 

Release of 22 horses at the end of the roundup occurred in an area where a horse was euthanized at 

temporary holding. Cause was ultimately determined to be from a gunshot wound to her shoulder. As 

the investigation has not concluded perhaps another area would have been more suitable? Location 

seemed to be determined due to grazing allotments and contractor convenience due to weather. 

Ability to access/observe: Ability to document condition of horses is severely restricted. At one location 

observation was 1.5 miles away even though there were several areas that observation could have been 

facilitated. Respiration rate has not been documented. Access to trap and holding is severely restricted 

due to the new “safety” protocols (that are arbitrary and inconsistent) yet contractor allows access to 

internal photographer and toddler has been documented playing in area and even on the trap itself. 

 

Photographs and explanations attached to demonstrate some areas of concern. 
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Reckless travel over rocky terrain, this instance because of an inappropriately set trap, horse fell. 

 

Horses in trap panels show blood on their legs indicating reckless travel over rocky terrain 

 

Not given opportunity to settle creating chaotic loading, repeat problem. (Photo log more examples) 
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Loaded onto trailer with adults. Loading began less than five minutes after capture. Loading frequently 

occurred without any opportunity for horses to settle and adults of mixed bands were loaded with 

youngsters (photo log many examples). 
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Proximity to horses is a repeat problem. 1/31/2011 

 

2/6 

 

2/6 
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2/6 

 

2/6 

 

2/6 

 

2/6 
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See video and photo log for many more examples. High speed chases where horses are literally driven 

for distance. In one instance a single horse was observed driven in this fashion for over fifteen minutes 

(pictured three times above). Proximity to the fencing and the ground documented. 

 

 

 

Lathered horses repeatedly observed 1/29 
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2/5 

 

2/5 photo log many more examples throughout operation 

 

 

2/9 sweaty in freezing weather (more examples photo log) 
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Heavily pregnant mares repeatedly run into the trap. Evaluation of dates of published foaling season (as 

opposed to actual foaling season, subject of lawsuit “Owyhee”) must be priority. 
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2/28 last day of the scheduled roundup (called three days early) had foals born in holding that day. Foals 

born during the last few weeks also observed. Evaluation of “foaling season” must be a priority of future 

management. 
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Handling at temporary seemed “rough.” This instance had horse’s nose squeezed not once but twice 

(note expression of handler) 

 

 Note: Laura Leigh has witnessed more roundups than any single BLM employee in the last 

twelve months. She is the Subject Matter Expert for equine welfare organizations and a 

journalist that has spent significant time observing horses in the wild, at holding, during 

roundups and the “hands-on” care of wild horses by government agencies.  

 Laura Leigh can be reached through Wild Horse Education organization 

http://WildHorseEducation.org 

 All photographs in this document copyright, Laura Leigh        

 

 


